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Abstract
The travelling officer problem (TOP) is a graph-based orienteering problem for modelling the patrolling routines of a

parking officer monitoring an area. Recently, a spatiotemporal probabilistic model was built for TOP to estimate the

leaving probability of parking cars, and relevant algorithms were applied to search for the optimal path for a parking officer

to maximize the collection of parking fines from cars in violation. However, there are often multiple parking officers on

duty during business hours in the central business district, which provides us with the opportunities to introduce coop-

eration among officers for efficient car-parking management. The multiple travelling officers problem (MTOP) is a more

complex problem than the TOP because multiple officers are involved simultaneously in paths construction. In this study,

the MTOP is formulated and new components are established for solving the problem. One essential component called the

leader-based random-keys encoding scheme (LERK) is developed for the representation of possible solutions. Then,

cuckoo search (CS), genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) are implemented using the proposed

components and compared with other state-of-the-art GA and PSO using other solution encoding schemes to solve MTOP.

In addition, two greedy selection algorithms are adopted as baselines. The performance of the algorithms is evaluated with

real parking sensors data and different metrics. The experimental results show that the performance of CS and GA using

LERK is considerably improved in comparison with that of other implemented algorithms.

Keywords Travelling officer problem � Parking officers management � Cuckoo search � Genetic algorithm �
Particle swarm optimization

1 Introduction

Rapid urbanization increasingly imposes heavy burdens on

the resources and public services of cities. To realize the

concept of Smart City, many nations have been seeking

solutions by deploying the Internet of things (IoT) for

monitoring and managing public affairs [56]. Further, a

number of studies have been conducted to facilitate the

utilization of urban resources [3, 21]. The deployment of

urban IoT could eventually bring many advantages to the

administration or optimization of traditional public ser-

vices, including transportation and car parking [46, 47]. In

addition, smart use of the data from mobile devices and

infrastructures can offer citizens high-quality travel expe-

riences [2, 31]. As one of the intelligent systems, car-

parking management system can work by observing the

availability of car-parking spots via in-ground sensors and

make the information available to administrators or the

public [6]. With the goal of transforming into a Smart City,

the City of Melbourne has deployed thousands of in-ground

sensors in on-street parking spaces, and these sensors can

detect the arrivals and departures of vehicles at parking

bays around the city areas [30]. Therefore, the system can

inform whether a car exceeds its legal parking period

according to the parking rules on that bay. Finally, the

parking information can be collected by a management

centre that will assign parking officers to the parking vio-

lation locations and issue parking tickets.

In 2017, patrolling among different parking slots by a

parking officer was modelled as the travelling officer

problem by Shao et al. [45]. In the TOP, one officer is
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responsible for one region in the central business district

(CBD) of Melbourne, and a relatively good way is deter-

mined for the officer to maximize the number of tickets

issued to the parking vehicles in violation by using ‘‘first-

come first-serve’’ basis (FCFS), greedy algorithm and ant

colonies optimization (ACO) [45]. One essential challenge

of this issue is to ensure the timeliness of reaching the

targeted parking bays and issuing fines to vehicles. Based

on the probabilistic model of violation duration and the

walking distance between a parking slot and an officer, the

greedy algorithm and ACO [13] were implemented to solve

the TOP. And the results showed that these two methods

work better than FCFS, which is the current method

adopted by the city council. The TOP is a variant of the

travelling salesman problem (TSP) or travelling salesman

problem with time windows (TSPTW) which are both

popular combinatorial optimization problems and classed

as NP-hard [50]. The objective of TOP is to let a parking

officer visit certain parking bays in violation sequentially

during limited working hours while ensuring the maximum

number of parking cars caught on the way.

The multiple travelling officers problem (MTOP) can be

viewed as an extension of TOP or a variation of the mul-

tiple travelling salesman problem (MTSP), which involves

guiding more than one officer simultaneously to patrol the

entire CBD area for issuing fines on infringed vehicles. The

MTOP is more complex than the TOP because it requires

cooperation between officers and needs to determine which

infringing parking bay should be allocated to an idle officer

in real time such that the maximum number of total parking

tickets is guaranteed. In contrast, the MTOP is more

common in practical situations where multiple people

collaborate with each other for the completion of certain

tasks.

Figure 1 shows that we have ten parking cars in viola-

tion on the map and three parking officers around the area

at the moment. In each update period of system, each idle

officer would be assigned with a parking bay after the

comparison of walking distance or the real-time leaving

probability of overstayed cars to officers. After several

rounds of assignments according to the suggestion of an

optimal algorithm, different tours are formed for different

officers eventually. The graph illustrates the final routes

recommended by one greedy algorithm for three officers.

The route in green colour that has three parking cars is

travelled by Officer 1, and the blue and the pink routes are

belonged to Officer 2 and Officer 3, respectively.

Previous studies show that TSP or MTSP is NP-hard and

has been solved as combinatorial optimization problem by

a variety of meta-heuristic algorithms [18, 24, 53]. With

respect to the combinatorial complexity of the MTOP,

meta-heuristic algorithms can be the appropriate candidates

to handle it. A study has showed that meta-heuristic

algorithms have the potential to resolve various types of

optimization problems in a relatively effective way [17].

Basically, meta-heuristics are capable of searching a des-

ignated solution space and discovering a reasonably good

solution efficiently. In general, one single solution or a

population of elementary solutions is generated at the ini-

tial stage and then the algorithms update and examine the

solutions iteratively with a variety of search strategies and

objective functions to seek an optimal solution for the

problems [41]. Some classical meta-heuristics that have

been widely used for combinatorial issues are simulated

annealing (SA) [50], genetic algorithm (GA) [12], particle

swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) [51] and ant colonies

optimization (ACO) [24]. In addition, other nature-inspired

meta-heuristics that are more recently proposed are bee

colonies optimization (BCO) [53], cuckoo search (CS)

[54], fruit fly algorithm (FOA) [52], grey wolf optimizer

(GWO) [35], dragonfly algorithm (DA) [33] and whale

optimization algorithm (WOA) [34].

As a recent meta-heuristic algorithm proposed by Yang

and Deb [54], CS has demonstrated its outstanding per-

formance for a series of continuous optimization problems

[16, 37]. In solving symmetric TSP, both discrete cuckoo

search [41] and random-key cuckoo search [42] can out-

perform the other algorithms mentioned in the cited papers.

GA is a classical meta-heuristic algorithm and has been

applied in many studies for solving the TSP or the MTSP

[11, 38, 55]. PSO is a popular swarm inspired method and

has been compared with GA for coping with discrete

optimization problems [28, 51, 57]. Greedy algorithms can

usually improve the local optimization such that a globally

optimal solution may be yielded in a reasonable amount of

time. Furthermore, these algorithms have been proved to

work efficiently for solving some combinatorial or

scheduling problems [1, 44].

In this paper, we first formulate the model of MTOP and

propose a framework based on real spatiotemporal data and

the leaving probability model of parking cars to solve the

above-mentioned problem. In our strategy, we first intro-

duce a new encoding method called the leader-based ran-

dom-keys encoding scheme (LERK) for presenting the

population of solutions and define a fitness function for the

acceptance criterion of optimization. Then, we adopt CS,

GA and PSO with the new encoding scheme and fitness

function for global optimization, as well as design a greedy

sorting approach for local optimization. In addition, two

different greedy selection methods that use either distance

metric or the leaving probabilistic model are developed as

the baselines. Next, we evaluate the capability of these

algorithms to search for optimal patrolling tours for dif-

ferent numbers of officers on different days and compare

the performance with another GA that uses the two-
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chromosome encoding technique [55] and an improved

PSO using a sequence encoding method [57].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

reviews and summarizes the related works. Section 3 gives

an introduction of the on-street parking system and the

TOP and defines the model of MTOP. And the details and

the new components of our framework to solve MTOP are

given in Sect. 4. In Sects. 5, 6, 7 and 8, we present the

implementation of CS, GA, PSO and two greedy selection

approaches for solving the considered problem, respec-

tively. Section 9 compares and presents the experimental

results. Finally, Sect. 10 discusses the limitations along

with future work and Sect. 11 provides a conclusion of the

study.

2 Literature review

Meta-heuristic algorithms can be typically classified into

two groups: single-solution-based and population-based.

The former algorithms conduct optimization based on a

single solution at any time, but the latter ones perform a

search with multiple initial points (solutions) in a parallel

style. In general, many meta-heuristic algorithms have

revealed their excellent performance in solving combina-

torial optimization problems [5]. In 2017, the TOP was

studied with a greedy algorithm and ACO, but the MTOP

has not yet been explored appropriately [45]. Thus far, a

considerable effort has been devoted to seek an optimal

solution for the TSP or MTSP using different meta-

heuristics [7]. As a variant of the MTSP, the MTOP could

be also solved by those methods.

Fig. 1 Demonstration of ten parking vehicles in violation and three routes recommended by an algorithm for officers according to the distance

and overstayed information
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2.1 Single-solution-based heuristics

Two single-solution-based algorithms commonly used in

different fields are tabu search (TS) [19] and simulated

annealing (SA). In 1989, Malek et al. [27] applied both TS

and SA as search techniques to solve the TSP in a parallel

computing environment. The parallel implementations help

to achieve a super-linear speedup, and the experiment

showed that TS outperforms SA with respect to computa-

tion time while giving comparable solutions. In 1994,

Fiechter proposed another parallel TS algorithm for large

TSPs which contain 500–100,000 cities [15]. Its results

indicated that TS is suitable for parallel computation, and

the search can work efficiently. In 1996, the TS was

employed by Carlton and Barnes to solve the TSP with

time windows which requires a single vehicle to visit each

of a given set of customers exactly once and each visit on

one location must be within a defined time frame [9]. In

particular, they used a two-level tour hashing

scheme within a TS process to detect optimal solutions and

to promote a more diverse search.

Another well-known heuristic algorithm called variable

neighbourhood search (VNS) was introduced by Hansen

and Mladenovic in 1997 [36]. In 2001, to solve the

asymmetric travelling salesman problem, Burke et al. [8]

embedded a hybrid of HyperOpt and 3-opt within the meta-

heuristic framework of VNS, which allows the algorithm to

overcome local optima and form high-quality tours. In

2007, VNS was used by Carrabs et al. [10] on a variation of

the TSP with pickup and delivery (TSPPD) and the issue

requires the vehicle to start from a depot and return to it

after all the requests have been satisfied with the additional

constraint that the pickup location associated with any

given request must be visited before the corresponding

delivery location. In their study, three new local search

operators were produced for the problem, which were then

embedded within a heuristic of VNS. Then, Hemmelmayr

et al. [22] modified VNS to solve both the periodic vehicle

routing problem (PVRP) and the periodic travelling sales-

man problem in 2009. Its computational results showed

that the new version of VNS is competitive and even better

than the existing solutions mentioned in the literature.

2.2 Population-based heuristics

In contrast, the population-based meta-heuristics have

several advantages over single-solution algorithms: infor-

mation exchange between candidate solutions, superior

ability of space exploration and avoidance of local optimal

solutions [35]. The most prevalent one of the population-

based algorithms is GA, and it has been widely used as an

optimization solution in many different fields. For instance,

to maintain the feasibility of solutions from parents to the

offspring in GA, Bean used the random-key technique for

enhancing the optimization for multiple machine schedul-

ing and resource allocation problems in 1994 [4]. In 2006,

Carter and Ragsdale proposed the two-part chromosome

technique to represent the population and related operators

for GA to solve the MTSP, as well as compared the

computational performance of the proposed method with

other approaches [11]. It showed that the two-part chro-

mosome technique can work effectively by reducing the

number of redundant solutions in the population. There-

after, based on the two-part chromosome technique, Yuan

et al. [55] introduced a new crossover operator called two-

part chromosome crossover (TCX) in 2013 to remove some

limitations of previous crossover operator developed by

Carter and Ragsdale. The experimental result indicated that

this new crossover can ensure a higher diversity of chro-

mosome and improve the quality of solutions more

effectively.

PSO is one of the earliest swarm-based algorithms and

has been proven to succeed in solving continuous problems

[25]. Compared with evolution-based algorithms such as

GA and CS, swarm-based algorithms possess some merits

by recording search space information over iterations with

less operators [34]. In 2003, Wang proposed a new appli-

cation of PSO by defining the swap operator and the swap

sequence to solve the TSP. The results showed that the

speed of convergence is rapid and little space is used by the

algorithm. The probabilistic travelling salesman problem

(PTSP) is one of the major stochastic routing problems that

only require a random number of potential customers to be

visited by a salesman. In 2010, this problem was resolved

by an approach consisting of a new hybrid PSO, the greedy

randomized adaptive search procedure and the expanding

neighbourhood search strategy [28]. Recently, one new

comparative study was conducted by Zhou et al. [57] in

2018 to solve MTSP using both improved GA and PSO

with a new sequence encoding method for solutions rep-

resentation. In this study, the main formulas were modified

and new operators were constructed for PSO to update the

velocity and the position of particles, which could be

compared with our PSO using LERK.

CS is a recent bio-inspired optimization algorithm that

was proposed in 2009 and has rarely been studied to solve

routing problems. In discrete cuckoo search of 2014, an

improved CS was developed by Ouaarab et al. [41] and

either 2-opt move or double-bridge move was used for the

movement of solutions in search space according to a step

length determined by Levy flights. The 2-opt move and

double-bridge move are responsible for the small pertur-

bations and the large perturbations that can modify the

order of visited cities on a solution. Previous researches

have proven that the random-key encoding method is a
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robust technique to encode a solution with random num-

bers [4]. In 2015, Ouaarab et al. [42] applied it as solution

representation scheme in solving TSP with CS. Levy flights

in this study are responsible for generating new solutions

by replacing the random keys in old solutions. The

experimental results showed that both the discrete CS and

random-key CS outperformed the other algorithms men-

tioned in the papers.

Compared with TSP, the knapsack problem is another

classic combinatorial optimization problem that has been

formulated as many applications such as resources alloca-

tion and cargo loading. FOA is a relatively new global

optimization algorithm that was inspired by the hunting

behaviours of fruit fly swarms with excellent osphresis and

vision. In 2013, a binary fruit fly optimization algorithm

(bFOA) is proposed by Wang et al. [52] to solve the

multidimensional knapsack problem (MKP). The bFOA

uses binary string to represent the solution of the MKP and

has three main search processes to perform an evolutionary

search, which are smell-based search process, local vision-

based search process and global vision-based search pro-

cess. Then, Jiang and Yang developed a new algorithm

called discrete fruit fly optimization algorithm (DFOA) to

solve the TSP in 2016 [23]. The DFOA uses a crossover

operator to search for the neighbours of the best-known

swarm location and the edge intersection elimination

(EXE) operator to enhance the exploration performance

during the tasting process. The results proved that the

DFOA can be an effective alternative method to solve TSP.

In 2017, the same problem MKP was solved by Meng and

Pan with an improved fruit fly optimization algorithm

(IFFOA) [32]. In IFFOA, a parallel search is applied to

balance exploitation and exploration, and a harmony search

algorithm (MHS) is modified to enhance the cooperation

among swarms.

Many other new approaches established in recent years

may also help in dealing with our proposed problem. In

2013, Kiran et al. [26] presented an analysis of adopting the

discrete version of artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC)

with neighbourhood operator for TSP. It showed that the

discrete ABC was enriched by 2- and 3-opt heuristic

approaches to improve quality of the solutions. In 2016,

Osaba et al. [40] proposed a discrete version of the bat

algorithm to solve both symmetric and asymmetric TSPs.

The results showed that the presented bat algorithm out-

performed all the other alternatives in most of the experi-

ments. In 2017, a discrete symbiotic organisms search

(DSOS) algorithm was built by Ezugwu et al. [14] to search

for an optimal solution for the TSP. The DSOS has three

mutation-based local search operators to reconstruct its

population, which improves its exploration and exploita-

tion capability and the speed of convergence. In 2018, an

enhanced discrete version of water cycle algorithm

(DWCA) was proposed by Osaba et al. [39] for symmetric

and asymmetric TSPs. Compared with other six different

algorithmic counterparts, the DWCA showed a more

superb performance in terms of quality, robustness, and

convergence of the routes found.

As can be summarized from the literature reviewed thus

far, both GA and PSO are the classical population-based

meta-heuristics that have a long history of use in solving

many specific optimization problems. They are all highly

extensible, easy to use and reliable in most of the appli-

cations. Because the MTOP is a newly proposed problem,

the use of GA and PSO as the initial solutions for this issue

will be worth expecting and to the point. In addition, CS is

a relatively novel algorithm that has attracted a huge

amount of attention from the public after its publication in

2009. Its ease of implementation and outstanding perfor-

mance in solving similar optimization problems (TSPs)

render us an opportunity to investigate our specific problem

with it. Therefore, GA, PSO and CS are adopted as our

global optimization methods in the initial study of the

MTOP. Further exploration of the ability of other new

algorithms to solve the issue would be carried out in future.

3 On-street parking system and patrolling
issues

3.1 On-street parking system

The City of Melbourne has deployed thousands of sensors

on the ground of the street parking bays in CBD area for

monitoring the availability and the violation status of

parking slots in real time [29, 30]. The parking system can

collect the sensors data frequently, which can indicate

whether a parking vehicle has infringed the restriction on

the bay.

At present, the parking sensors data set can be accessed

by public members. There are around 34 million parking

records around the CBD area of Melbourne for the year

2016, which include approximately 3000 parking bays with

the coordinates information published online. Each parking

record contains the bay ID, parking restrictions, arrival

time and departure time of each vehicle. In Fig. 2, the blue

bar chart shows the number of parking violations monthly

in 2016 and the yellow line indicates the month-over-

month data. The number fluctuates between 102,000 and

121,000 in the entire year. It is noticeable that January has

the lowest number at approximately 102,000 and the fig-

ure peaks in May and July, with more than 120,000 vio-

lations for each. In addition, we can see that there was a

sharp increase of about 15% in parking violations from

January to February. Then, it dropped dramatically by 19%
in March, which was followed by another increase (18%)
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in April. The variations between the later months tended to

become less.

Figure 3 reveals the distribution of parking violations

over nearly 2800 parking bays around the CBD in January

2016. As we can see, in addition to a number of parking

violations that occurred in the southernmost and north-

ernmost regions of the map, the other regions with inten-

sive parking violations adjoin each other in the central part

of the CBD. This might provide parking officers opportu-

nities to cooperate with each other to patrol across different

districts for issuing parking tickets more effectively.

3.2 Overview of TOP

In TOP, each officer is responsible for a region and must

walk along the street and issue the parking tickets to the

vehicles in violation [45]. The status of each parking bay is

dynamically changing, and one officer needs to visit the

bays with illegal parking cars sequentially and collect as

many fines as possible.

Given a graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ, where V is the set of nodes

representing the parking bays and E is the set of edges

connecting the nodes. For every edge ei;j 2 E between two

nodes vi and vj, there is an associated cost Cðei;jÞ that

represents the travel time between two nodes. It is neces-

sary to point out that any node in G can be visited several

times at different working moments. Thus, we define that

BðvtiÞ denotes the parking fines obtained from node vi 2 V

at time t and T is the total working time for an officer.

BðvtiÞ ¼
1 if the officer collects parking fines from node vi at timet;

0 otherwise:

�

The objective is to seek an optimal route r during time T

that can maximize the number of parking cars in violation

caught by an officer. Assume r consists of n nodes and a set

of edges Er.

Maximize
XT
t¼0

Xn
i¼1

BðvtiÞ; ð1Þ

s:t:
X
ei;j2Er

Cðei;jÞ� T ; ð2Þ

8vi 2 V : ð3Þ

In addition, let toverstay represent the overstayed duration of

a car, tdep be departure time and tvio be violation start time.

Then, we have the following formula:

toverstay ¼ tdep � tvio: ð4Þ

A time-based probability model can be established from

the exponential distribution of toverstay: and it indicates that

most of the parking violations have short toverstay and the

number of parking violations decreases exponentially with

the passage of time [45]. On the other hand, the car leaving

probability P(t) grows correspondingly with an increase in

toverstay. This model is important to estimate the overstayed

probability of a car in parking bay and guide officer to the

bay with higher capture probability.

Fig. 2 Monthly number of car-

parking violations that occurred

in CBD area and the month-

over-month data for 2016
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3.3 Multiple travelling officers problem

Compared with the TOP, MTOP is more intricate and

requires all the parking officers to travel around the whole

map without any area restriction and issue parking tickets

to the overstaying vehicles. From the perspective of offi-

cers, they need to work with others to patrol the area

effectively in handling the illegal parking problem. From

the aspect of the system, the assignment of parking bays

with violation is a process to select patrolling tasks for the

optimal number of working people based on the dynami-

cally changing status and the related spatial information of

both parking cars and officers.

As an extension of TOP, we define the following binary

variable to record whether one node is visited at a time:

xtvi ¼
1 if node vi is visited by an officer at time t;

0 otherwise.

�

M is a set of officers who are responsible for all the nodes

on the map and their working duration is T. R is a set that

contains each route rk for each officer k 2 M who has a

fixed salary W. Thus, the minimization of the number of

officers while ensuring the gain of maximum parking fines

is a matter of great concern. The objective of MTOP is to

find an optimal tour for each duty officer such that the total

Fig. 3 Distribution of car-parking violations over about 2800 parking bays around the CBD in January 2016
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fine collection is maximized with a M as small as possible.

And the formulation for the MTOP can be given as

follows:

maximize
XT
t¼0

XM
k¼1

X
vi2rk

BðvtiÞ� j M j W ; ð5Þ

s:t:
X

ei;j2Erk

Cðei;jÞ� T ; 8rk 2 R; ð6Þ

XT
t¼0

XM
k¼1

X
vi2rk

xtvi ¼ 1; ð7Þ

xtvi 2 f0; 1g; 8rk 2 R; k 2 M; ð8Þ

where Eq. 6 denotes a constraint that keeps the total con-

sumed time of each tour within the maximum working

hours T. Equation 7 ensures that one node can only be

assigned to one officer for visiting at any time during the

entire working time.

4 Framework to solve MTOP

To the best of our knowledge, the sensors data can be

updated frequently in the parking management system.

Furthermore, we assume that the system could record the

working status and the location of each officer in real time.

As the framework shown in Fig. 4, idle officers and

infringed parking bays are first extracted from the system at

every assignment time. Then, we combine this information

to generate a population of solutions via the LERK. In the

following, the meta-heuristic algorithms like CS, GA or

PSO are adopted to seek global optimal solutions. During

the optimization procedure, a local optimization method is

applied to further improve a solution. We compute the

average capture probability of overstaying vehicles by

officers in each solution for quality evaluation, and the

distance information between bays is obtained from Goo-

gle Matrix API [20]. Note that all the distance data can be

pre-stored in the local system.

4.1 Leader-based random-keys encoding scheme

One main challenge in MTOP is that the status of parking

bays and the working status of officers are dynamically

changing as time goes. Therefore, the idle officers and the

targeted parking slots would be different at each task

assignment time. We need to construct a temporary path

for each currently idle officer for patrolling according to

the real-time information. To encode a solution in popu-

lation effectively, we introduce a new and flexible

approach called the leader-based random-keys encoding

scheme (LERK). First of all, the simple structure of solu-

tion created by LERK could be easily adapted to the

implementation of various meta-heuristics on solving the

mentioned problem. Second, one idle officer might be

arranged with zero parking slot when we create a solution

via encoding schemes. One reason for this is that there may

be more officers than parking bays in violation at certain

moments of task assignment. Another reason is that officers

need to cooperate with each other to patrol a large city area

and an officer has the chance to skip current assignment if

all the parking bays are too far away from him/her. The

LERK by nature forms a solution in which an officer can be

assigned with zero or more violation bays without explicit

configurations. In addition, compared with the other

encoding methods mentioned in Sects. 6.2.1 and 7.2.1, all

the solutions generated via LERK remained feasible during

the optimization process without using specific operations

of fixing.

The random-key encoding scheme is a technique that

allows a solution to reach a new area by transforming the

positions of keys in a continuous space [4]. It uses a vector

Travelling Officers
Status

Car Parking
Sensors Status

Extract

Search Idle Officers

Infringed
Parking Nodes

Generate Population via
Leader Based Random

Key Encoding

Average Probability
Acceptance Criterion

Local Optimisation

Sulotion Optimisation

Cuckoo

GA

PSO 

Google Matrix API

Greedy 

Fig. 4 Framework for solving MTOP
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of real numbers as weights to encode a solution, and a new

solution can be generated by replacing the weights and

reordering the nodes according to the new weights. In

MTOP, each officer or parking slot has a unique ID. The

IDs of idle officers and violation slots can be used to form a

combinatorial link list which represents an initial solution

for next task assignment. In the beginning, the LERK

combines each of these IDs in the link list with a random

number drawn uniformly from (0,1]. Therefore, each node

in the list consists of an ID part and a fractional part. The

first part contains the ID of either an idle officer or a

parking slot, and the fractional part contains the random

real numbers. A solution is created by sorting the nodes in

link list according to the random numbers in the second

part.

In a solution list, the position of officer nodes and

parking slots nodes is randomly arranged by LERK. To

obtain temporary sub-tours for different parking officers,

we allocate every segment of the parking nodes between

two officer nodes in list to the former officer as a tour.

However, there is one critical problem that the first node of

solution list may be a parking node, which can lead to the

failure in the assignment of first tour. To cope with this

issue, we need to select a leader of officers and set this

node in front of the link list for each solution. A leader can

be randomly selected among available people, or we can

obligatorily configure everyone to be at least one leader

when the number of solutions to be initialized is large. This

could ensures the diversity in initial population of solu-

tions. The position of a leader node in link list will be kept

unchanged during list sorting after the replacement of

random keys in non-leader nodes.

As shown in Fig. 5, there are three available officers and

five parking bays with violations in the meantime. Firstly,

officer M1 is randomly selected as leader located at the

front of the list. Then, the other officers and parking nodes

are appended consecutively to the list with a uniform

random number (0, 1] individually. Finally, three tours are

constructed for officers M1, M0, M2 after sorting the ran-

dom keys in non-leader nodes. Note that the sub-tours of all

the officers are temporary and would be substituted by new

ones at the next arrangement if someone had finished the

current visit at hand.

4.2 Local optimization

A local optimization method is useful to search for the

optimal solution among the neighbours when a new area is

reached by an algorithm. For enhancing the quality of each

sub-tour in a new solution, we employ greedy sorting

approach to make suitable local movements.

In each round of the greedy sorting approach, we find a

parking node in each sub-tour of officer with the largest

capture probability of car that was visited from current

officer’s position (another node vcurrent) and move this node

to the front of the sub-tour as next destination vnext. At the

commencement of the next round, vnext becomes the cur-

rent position vcurrent of the officer and the same computation

is conducted on the rest parking nodes. The execution is

ended when all the nodes in each sub-tour have been

hypothetically visited or a stop condition is met, such as

moving only the best n nodes to the front of a sub-path for

saving computation time. This sorting method could

guarantee that an officer has the opportunity to visit the

best parking bays first on his/her temporary tour. Further-

more, we set a probability localRate to decide whether this

local optimization should be applied on a solution or not

during optimization process.

4.3 Acceptance criterion

The acceptance criterion is used to determine whether a

solution obtained in search should be accepted for the next

iteration in meta-heuristics. In our implementation, the

displacement of a solution in population is decided by

comparing the fitness between solutions and the fitness is

indicated by the average probability of issuing parking

tickets on vehicles. The larger the average probability is,

the better the fitness of the solution is. This method allows

us to easily evaluate and compare the quality of two

solutions with any different combination of parking nodes

and officer nodes. To more specific, every two solutions

contain the same officers and parking nodes in each itera-

tion, but the sub-tour that is formed for an officer in these

two solutions could be totally different. At the current stage

of our study, the issue is trying to obtain as many benefits

(including the number of parking tickets) as possible. One

Fig. 5 Generation of one initial

solution via the leader-based

random-keys encoding scheme
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important aspect of this proposed criterion is its flexibility

that enables us to easily ignore the overall detail of a

solution and to only concern the number of superior

parking nodes obtained by officers in terms of having a

larger capture probability of car or remaining within the

ideal travel distance on a temporary path. This imple-

mentation aims at avoiding the deterioration in the fitness

of a solution by some extremely undesirable parking nodes.

Let us assume that a solution S contains a set of sub-

tours R for several officers, and Pvi;vj represents the current

overstay probability of the car in node vj visited from node

vi by one officer. For only focusing on the superior parking

nodes mentioned above, we can just define a probabilistic

threshold X to exclude the nodes that have high leaving

probability of car when computing the overall fitness of a

solution. Jvi;vj is defined to indicate whether Pvi;vj is larger

than X (Jvi;vj ¼ 1) or not (Jvi;vj ¼ 0). Therefore, the fitness

function is obtained as follows:

maximize

P
r2R

P
vi2r Pvi;viþ1P

r2R
P

vi2r Jvi;viþ1

; ð9Þ

s:t: Pvi;vj �X; ð10Þ

Jvi;vj 2 f0; 1g: ð11Þ

4.4 Main procedure

Figure 6 demonstrates the main procedure of our system

that works for MTOP, and some relevant system functions

and variables are stated in Table 1. After initializing the

nodes of parking bays, edges and officers, their working

status is scanned and updated at each update time t for

finding the violation nodes and idle officers. Then, the data

are utilized by LERK to generate a population of solutions

that will be manipulated by different algorithms to search

for the optimal ones. Next, new assignment will be made

for idle officers according to relatively good solution. This

process iterates until the working time t exceeds the total

working time T, and tours will be formed gradually for all

the officers. At the final stage, total rewards and the trav-

elling cost can be calculated and compared for result

analysis. The implementation of algorithms for global

optimization is described in the following sections.

5 CS for the MTOP

Cuckoo search (CS) is a nature-inspired meta-heuristic

algorithm developed in 2009 on the basis of the parasitic

behaviour of some cuckoo species [54]. This algorithm is

enhanced by the so-called Levy flights and has shown its

impressive efficiency in dealing with symmetric TSP

[41, 42]. The use of Levy flights offers the algorithm with a

better exploratory ability, which is more probably to avoid

being trapped in the local search [43]. The MTOP is similar

to the TSP which aims at effectively finding an optimal

path with the shortest distance for a travelling man. Thus,

using CS to solve MTOP could be a new and rational

attempt.

CS uses a global exploratory random walk which is

carried out using Levy flights:

xtþ1
i ¼ xti þ a� Lðs; kÞ; ð12Þ

where

Initialize a graph G = (V, E)
and a set of officers M

Working time t < T

Set officers to be idle if they have
finished the visit and release the

visited nodes for violation detection
via UpdateOfficersStatus()

Yes

Generate population via LBRK
based on M Vvio

Search best solution Sbest via

algorithms like Cuckoo, GA, PSO
or Greedy

Calculate final result and
visualization

Allocate tasks to officers according
Sbest and inhibit their status

InhibitStatus()

No 

Vvio
FindViolatingNodes()

Midle
FindFreeOfficers()

Fig. 6 Main procedure to solve

MTOP
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Lðs; kÞ� kCðkÞ sinðpk=2Þ
p

1

s1þk
; ðs � 0Þ: ð13Þ

Eq. 12 is the important stochastic equation for random

walk. a[ 0 is the scaling factor of step size, which is

related to the scales of problem [54]. And � indicates an

entry-wise multiplication operator. Moreover, step size

Lðs; kÞ is drawn from the Levy distribution via Eq. 13.

Based on the original CS, leader-based random-keys

cuckoo search (LERK-CS) is implemented with the pro-

posed encoding method to solve the MTOP. It could be

seen as a transformation of random-key cuckoo search

(RKCS) [42] which aims at solving TSP. Algorithm 1

presents the main steps of LERK-CS in solving MTOP.

At the commencement of the algorithm, the IDs of the

car-parking bays in violation and idle parking officers can

be obtained in the main procedure of the system (see

Fig. 6). Then, an initial population of nests (solutions) is

constructed via the LERK with these unique IDs. In the

next phase, optimization process of global search will be

carried out on the population of solutions.

At the beginning of the global optimization in this CS,

we introduce a new parameter called preFly which denotes

the number of superior cuckoos that fly and seek high-

quality nests in each iteration of optimization. Thus, the

following step is to discover a number preFly of candidate

nests by superior cuckoos based on the old ones from a

portion pc of the superior population via Levy flights.

During this process, each candidate has a probability to

conduct local optimization and then compares with one

competitor that is randomly picked from original popula-

tion. If the candidate has better fitness, the competitor must

be replaced with it. After the search of pre-fly cuckoos, a

portion pa of worst nests are abandoned and new individ-

uals are created instead by the movement mechanism dis-

cussed in Sect. 5.2. Finally, we rank all the nests in the

order of better fitness and this whole procedure repeats

until a stopping criterion is met. Furthermore, the config-

uration of this algorithm’s main components is outlined in

the following subsections.

5.1 Initialization and fitness function

We initialize the population of solutions randomly via

LERK mentioned in Sect. 4.1. And all the random keys of

each individual in the population are real numbers that are

obtained from (0,1] at random. In addition, the fitness

function mentioned in Sect. 4.3 is responsible for evalu-

ating the quality of solutions for the substitution of worse

individuals by superior ones in an iteration of optimization.

5.2 Move-generation mechanism

It is essential to maintain the diversity in the population of

solutions and prevent the search ending up with a local

optima. To achieve this purpose, we employ a move-gen-

eration mechanism for generating candidate solutions or

replacing the worst ones with new nests in each iteration of

optimization. In LERK-CS, we call the solutions in the

original population as the base solutions and the candidates

Table 1 System variables and operations

Names Description

v.status ‘‘booked’’ or ‘‘vacant’’—indicates whether node v 2 V is allocated or not

m.status ‘‘busy’’ or ‘‘idle’’—indicates whether officer m 2 M is assigned with a node or not

UpdateOfficersStatus() Switch the working status of each officer to ‘‘idle’’ if his or her current parking node is visited and release this holding

node

FindViolatingNodes() Find parking bays in violation on map

FindFreeOfficers() Find parking officers who have finished their current patrolling tasks

GetDistance(v, m) Get walking distance between node v and officer m

InhibitStatus(v, m) Switch the state of node v to ‘‘booked’’ and the status of officer m to ‘‘busy’’
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are generated by replacing the random keys of non-leader

nodes in base individuals. Levy flights could play a sig-

nificant role in letting the shift jump far away in the search

space, which could enhance the search of the global opti-

mal solution. Here, it is responsible for updating the ran-

dom keys in a solution and forming a candidate after

sorting the new keys. During the updating stages, all the

base solutions are randomly chosen from a portion pc of the

best population. Then, the candidate solutions will be

derived from them, which can ensure the inheritance from

advantageous individuals among different iterations. Fig-

ure 7 illustrates the procedure of generating a candidate

solution via the movement mechanism. It shows that four

non-leader nodes V4, M0, V0, V3 in the base solution are

randomly picked and conduct Levy flights for their keys

individually. Thereafter, a solution with new routes for

officers M1, M2, M0 is born while sorting the list with new

keys.

5.3 Configure local optimization

In our CS, before the possible displacement by a new

candidate solution that is built via Levy flights for a

competitive purpose, we could further improve the solution

using the local optimization approach mentioned in

Sect. 4.2. Note that a probability localRate is used to

decide whether a local optimization should be applied or

not.

6 GA for the MTOP

Many studies have been conducted to find out how well

GA can perform to evolve an optimal solution for the

optimization problems. Different types of GA operators

were also developed to enhance the search efficiency, such

as crossover methods and mutate methods. To evaluate the

effectiveness of GA with respect to solving MTOP, we first

introduce a new GA called leader-based random-keys

genetic algorithm (LERK-GA) as global optimization

method. On the other hand, we also adopt one GA using the

two-part chromosome crossover (TCX-GA) published by

Yuan et al. in 2013 [55] for a comparative analysis. In

LERK-GA, the LERK is used to present chromosomes and

a new crossover is developed for solution evolution.

However, TCX-GA uses the two-part chromosome tech-

nique for solutions encoding.

6.1 Establishment of LERK-GA

LERK-GA uses the LERK for population initialization and

a new crossover to generate offspring for GA in solving

MTOP. We also improve the optimization process via the

operators like the reproduction and immigration mentioned

in the random-key genetic algorithm that is proposed by

Snyder for TSP [49]. As the classical GA, each individual

in the population is defined as a chromosome and the nodes

inside are viewed as genes.

In the beginning of each evolving time, we rank the

chromosomes in population by their fitness and then sep-

arate the population into three portions, namely the elitist,

the crossover part and the mutate part (see Fig. 8). Then,

individuals in the elitist part are copied directly to the next

iteration by the reproduction operator and one new cross-

over operator is developed to spawn offspring which will

replace the individuals in the crossover part of the

Fig. 7 LERK-CS generates new

candidate solution by applying

Levy flights on a random

number of non-leader nodes in

base solution

Current population Next generation

Reproduction
Elitists

60% Parents for
Crossover

Immigration
20% Mutate part

20% Elitists

Offsprings

New
chromosomes

Crossover
part

Fig. 8 LERK-GA divides the population into three parts to execute

reproduction, crossover and immigration operations for the next

generation
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population. Last, the immigration operator is applied on the

mutate portion of original population. The details of these

operators are described in the following subsections, and

the steps of the proposed GA are given in Algorithm 2.

6.1.1 Initialization and fitness function

While idle officers and parking bays in violation are found

by the system, we use LERK to generate the initial popu-

lation of chromosomes for the problem. And the fitness

function mentioned in Sect. 5.1 is used to evaluate the

quality of chromosomes for comparison or displacement.

6.1.2 A new crossover

At the beginning of our new crossover, two parents are

randomly selected from the former population and then

sorted by the ID part of their genes. To obtain a new child

with maintaining the diversity in the population, we inherit

the genes from both mom and dad chromosomes alterna-

tively with a probability. As an example shown in Fig. 9,

either Mom’s leader node M1 or Dad’s (M2) is first set as

the leader node for the child chromosome (mom is chosen).

Next, each of other officer nodes M0, M2 and parking

nodes V0, V1, V2, V3, V4 is sequentially inherited from

either mom or dad with a probability. It is worth noting that

if the leader node of dad M2 is also picked as child’s gene,

a random key is required for it. Finally, the child is sorted

by the random keys in the genes and new sub-tours are

formed for three officers.

6.1.3 Reproduction and immigration

The use of reproduction operator could prevent the

degradation of the good solutions among different gener-

ations. It is a simple strategy that duplicates a portion of

best individuals from original population and delivers them

to the next generation.

Immigration helps in introducing new chromosomes to

the population, which could ensure the diversity during

evolution. In each generation, a portion of worse individ-

uals in former population are replaced by new chromo-

somes which are created in the same way as in the

initialization stage.

6.1.4 Configure local optimization

In this GA, the local optimization mentioned in Sect. 4.2 is

applied to improve a new child solution created by the new

crossover. It is similar to LERK-CS, and there is a prob-

ability localRate to decide whether the local optimization

shall be executed on a new child.

6.2 Implementation of TCX-GA

For comparison, we adopt a recent GA proposed by Yuan

et al. in 2013 [55] to solve our problem. In that paper, the

two-part chromosome crossover (TCX) was introduced to

generate offspring in GA. It is proven that overall quality

of solutions could be improved when solving MTSP. In

addition, Yuan et al. utilized the two-part chromosome

representation to encode solutions which was proposed by

Carter and Ragsdale [11]. Noticeably, to solve MTOP and

make a comparison with LERK-GA, we need to use the

same fitness function and local optimization as those

mentioned in our paper for this algorithm (TCX-GA).

6.2.1 Initialization

According to Yuan’s approach, we use the two-part chro-

mosome technique to generate the initial population [11].

In MTOP, the first part of each chromosome is a random

permutation of N parking slots’ IDs and the second part

contains the number of parking nodes assigned to each

officer. The sum of integers in the second part of a chro-

mosome must be equal to N, and those integers range from

0 to N. Figure 10 shows an example of using the two-part

chromosome to represent a solution with seven parking

bays and three officers. The first part of genes are filled

with all parking nodes in random order, and the second part

of the genes indicate the number of parking nodes assigned

to officers M0, M1, M2.
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6.2.2 Two-part chromosome crossover

We apply the TCX crossover operator to enhance the

search performance of TCX-GA for MTOP. It is the same

as the original approach described in Yuan’s study, TCX

handles each officer individually in the first part of the

chromosome, which makes the offspring highly inherit the

genes from the parental chromosomes [55]. Firstly, two

chromosomes of mom and dad are randomly selected from

population as the base. Then, genes segment with a random

size in each officer’s tour is extracted from the first part of

mom to the child. Next, Dad’s genes with the same parking

slots’ IDs as the remaining genes in mom are drawn out. In

the last step, a random number of those genes drawn from

dad will be added to each officer’s tour in child chromo-

some sequentially and these random numbers range from 0

to the current size of the unscheduled genes. Meanwhile,

the total length of each officer’s tour can be calculated and

stored in the second part of the child.

6.2.3 Other operations

Similarly, the roulette wheel selection is used for choosing

parents for conducting the TCX crossover or the swap

mutation on the first part and the second part of the chro-

mosomes at each iteration of evolution [55]. In roulette

wheel selection, each chromosome in population is

assigned with a portion of a virtual roulette wheel

according to its rank of fitness. Chromosomes which have a

higher fitness value are allocated a larger segment of the

roulette wheel. The roulette wheel rotates at a random

speed, and the individual that the pointer is pointing at is

picked when it stops. Furthermore, the replacement strat-

egy to preserve a number of parents or offspring for the

next generation is the steady-state GA [55].

7 PSO for the MTOP

Because of the simple structure of the solution generated

by LERK which could transfer a continuous optimization

to combinatorial optimization problem, it is also interesting

to evaluate the capability of PSO in handling the opti-

mization for MTOP. To gain more insights about the

ability of our proposed components, we develop a PSO

using LERK (LERK-PSO) and a state-of-the-art PSO

published by Zhou et al. in 2018 [57] on current opti-

mization problem. LERK-PSO employs the LERK to

encode the initial solutions and a new way to update par-

ticles’ speed, but Zhou’s PSO uses a new sequence

encoding method with the Modify Breaks operation to

initialize population and three more complex formulas to

update the velocity and the position of particles [57]. Here,

let us temporarily denominate the latter algorithm to the

Breaks particle swarm optimization (Breaks-PSO) in this

paper for the purpose of comparison.

7.1 Establishment of LERK-PSO

As the members of population-based meta-heuristics, GA,

CS and PSO can be further classified into evolutionary

algorithms or swarm-based algorithms, and PSO is one of

the most popular swarm-based algorithms for solving

optimization problems. PSO considers each particle as a

solution in the population, the particles need to move

through an n-dimensional search space and the best posi-

tions that have been reached are recorded separately for the

next comparison [51]. Furthermore, a global best solution

Fig. 9 LERK-GA obtains child

chromosome via our new

crossover operator based on two

parents

Fig. 10 Example of the two-part chromosome representation for

seven parking bays with three officers
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is selected from the whole swarm. In each iteration, every

particle updates its velocity and position according to the

following formulas:

V 0
i ¼ x	 Vi þ c1 	 r1 	 ðSpb � SiÞ

þ c2 	 r2 	 ðSgb � SiÞ;
ð14Þ

S0i ¼ Si þ V 0
i ; ð15Þ

where x is the inertia factor; Si and S0i represent current
solution and the new solution of a particle, respectively; Spb
denotes the best solution this particle has been found and

Sgb is the global best solution among all the particles; V 0
i is

the new velocity of the particle and Vi is the old one; c1 and

c2 are learning factors; and r1 and r2 are random uniform

numbers between 0 and 1. The following subsections

describe our modification on standard PSO for solving the

represented problem, and the pseudocode of LERK-PSO is

described in Algorithm 3.

7.1.1 Initialization

Each individual in population includes an initial solution Si
generated by the LERK, the current best particle solution

Spb (a copy of Si) and a velocity vector Vi which has the

same length as Si, and the velocity values are random

uniform numbers drawn from (0,1]. In the end, there is the

best global solution Sgb that is chosen among the whole

population.

7.1.2 Update particles speed and position

In each iteration, all the particles are required to update the

velocity and move to new position. Here, we only have to

update the velocity vector Vi and obtain new solution S0i by

recalculating the random keys of current solution Si in each

particle. More specifically, we let keypb to be the random

keys vector of particle’s best solution Spb, keygb to repre-

sent the random-keys vector of the global best solution Sgb
and keyi to be the random-keys vector of the current

solution Si. Then, we can slightly replace Eqs. 14 and 15

with the following formulas:

V 0
i ¼ x	 Vi þ c1 	 r1 	 ðkeypb � keyiÞ

þ c2 	 r2 	 ðkeygb � keyiÞ;
ð16Þ

key0i ¼ keyi þ V0
i: ð17Þ

We use Eq. 16 to update the velocity vector in a particle

and Eq. 17 to generate a vector of new random keys key0i
for solution Si and get a new solution S0i through sorting

new keys in Si. It is worth mentioning that we only update a

key of node in Si randomly with a probability. To further

enhance the search efficiency, we adopt a fuzzy adaptive x
that was introduced by Shi and Eberhart—a random

version setting x to 0:5þ randomð0; 1Þ=2 for dynamic

system optimization [48].

7.2 Implementation of Breaks-PSO

In contrast, we adopt an improved PSO proposed by Zhou

et al. [57] to solve MTOP. The main components men-

tioned in that paper such as the solution encoding method

and the operators to update the position and the velocity are

also applied to our problem. Noticeably, fitness function

and local optimization method described in Sect. 4 are

required by Breaks-PSO for either further optimization or

fitness assessment on solutions.

7.2.1 Initialization

Zhou et al. [57] introduced a new sequence encoding

method to express the actual population by dividing it into

the route population and the breakpoint population. It is

similar to the two-part chromosome representation in GA,

and an individual in the population consists of two parts (a

route part and a breaks part) [57]. In this study, the route

part is an array that contains the IDs of infringed parking

nodes in a random order and the second part is an integer

array with each value representing the sum of current nodes

in route part that have been assigned to officers. For

instance, Fig. 11 gives one example that we have two

arrays in one solution: route =

(V0, V3, V6, V1, V5, V2, V4) and breaks = (2, 5, 7). Gen-

erally, the last integer of the breaks can be ignored because

it has to be the length of the route array. Moreover, the

velocity in each particle is an exchange sequence that is

randomly generated and all the numbers in the exchange

sequence are random integers from 1 to N (the length of the

route array).
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7.2.2 Compute particles velocity and position

The mechanism to update the particles’ position and

velocity is another main distinction from LERK-PSO. It is

more intricate in Breaks-PSO due to the need for recon-

structing the original formulas and defining new operators

for calculating the new velocity and position of the route

part and breaks part. The newly defined formulas are as

follows:

V 0
i ¼ dx	 Vie 
 fdc1 	 r1 	 ðSroutepb � Sroutei Þe


 dc2 	 r2 	 ðSroutegb � Sroutei Þeg;
ð18Þ

Sroute
0

i ¼ Sroutei � V 0
i ; ð19Þ

Sbreak
0

i ¼ dr3 	 ðSbreakpb 
 Sbreaki Þe

 dr4 	 ðSbreakgb 
 Sbreaki Þe:

ð20Þ

Here, Sroutei and Sroute
0

i denote current position and new

position of particle’s route, respectively; Sroutepb and Sroutegb are

the best route position owned by particle and the global

best route position, respectively; Sbreaki and Sbreak
0

i represent

current position and new position of particle’s breakpoint,

respectively; Sbreakpb and Sbreakgb are particle’s own best

breakpoint position and the global best breakpoint position,

respectively; and r3 and r4 are random uniform numbers

between 0 and 1.

Equations 18 and 19 allow a particle to update the

velocity and the route part by learning from its current best

position and the global best position. Equation 20 updates

the particle’s breakpoint position without velocity. To

avoid directly adding or subtracting two exchange

sequences by the standard PSO formulas, exchange

sequence operators � and � are used to compute new

exchange sequences and then obtain new route array.

Moreover, similarity calculation 
 is applied to get the

intermediate value between two sequences [57]. More

explanation of the operators is as follows:

� L ¼ fði; jÞg represents an exchange sequence that is

used to swap the parking node at positions i and j in

the route part of a solution. Assuming one route array

is A ¼ ðV0;V3;V2;V1Þ and an exchange sequence is

L ¼ fð1; 2Þg, we will obtain the new route B ¼
ðV3;V0;V2;V1Þ after A� L.

� Obtain an exchange sequence. If A ¼
ðV0;V3;V2;V1Þ and B ¼ ðV2;V0;V3;V1Þ are two

route arrays, exchange sequence L ¼ A� B, so

L ¼ fð1; 2Þ; ð1; 3Þg.

 Similarity calculation. If L1 ¼ fð1; 3Þ; ð1; 4Þg and

L2 ¼ fð1; 5Þ; ð1; 3Þg, we apply the equation

L1 
 L2 ¼ L1 þ ðL2 � L1Þ  2, so

L1 
 L2 ¼ fð1; 4Þ; ð1; 4Þg.

To ensure the feasibility of the solutions, we must fix the

infeasibility of particle route velocity and position. During

the computation of an exchange sequence, change the

value of the number into 1 if the number in the exchange

sequence is smaller than 1, and directly change the value of

the number into N if the number in the exchange sequence

is greater than N. If the same issue happens after calcu-

lating Eq. 20, recalculation is conducted until a feasible

solution is found.

8 Greedy selection approaches

Greedy algorithm is simple but has been proven to solve

some combinatorial or scheduling problems effectively

[1, 44]. We further develop two greedy selection algo-

rithms for the assignment of parking bays to officers using

either distance information or the leaving probabilistic

model. As is known, the ‘‘first-come first-serve’’ method is

currently used by the city council to arrange a valid parking

bay with the earliest violation time for an in-charge officer

each time in TOP [45]. Thus, we also abide by the rule of

‘‘first-come first-serve’’ while applying greedy algorithms

to handle the competition between multiple officers in the

bays assignment in the MTOP. And two greedy selection

approaches are implemented as the baselines in this paper.

In greedy selection approaches, when one parking vio-

lation is detected by system, idle officers are required to

compete for the assignment of the targeted bay based on

the walking distance or the capture probability of car from

each officer. The main difference between two greedy

selection methods is that the former one will allocate the

detected parking bay to the officer who is closest to it and

the latter one will first consider the parking officer who has

the maximum likelihood to issue parking ticket on the

vehicle. The details of two approaches are described in

Algorithms 4 and 5.Fig. 11 Example of a solution representation by route-break encoding

method for seven parking bays with three officers
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9 Experimental evaluation

Seven optimization algorithms mentioned in this paper are

evaluated with the car-parking sensors data in 2016 which

can be fetched from the Open Data Platform [30]. The car-

parking system records the arrival time and departure time

of the car on each parking bay. The dataset also contains

the coordinates and parking rules of the bays, which allows

us to compute the violation time and the distance between

two bays. And the distance information between parking

bays is retrieved from Google Distance Matrix API in

walking mode [20].

Intuitively, the use of a central point on the map as the

starting location for parking officers could contribute to a

relatively fair distribution of people to every direction of

the map. Therefore, the initial position of the officers is the

City Central Station which is located at the centre of the

map. It has been found that most of the parking violations

happened during daily working hours. We require all the

parking officers to work from 8 am to 6 pm each day to

collect parking fines around the CBD in Melbourne (see

Fig. 3). When it is closed to the end of working time, we

will stop the assignment for an officer if his/her next patrol

time to a bay exceeds 6 pm. If a parking bay is visited by an

officer, the status of both officer and parking node will be

hidden from the following optimization process until the

visiting is finished. We assume that the street walking

speed of officers is approximately 1.2 m/s and the update

frequency of the system to detect violation nodes and

available officers is 1 min. The probability localRate to

conduct the local optimization for a solution is 0.5, and

only the best three nodes with maximum capture proba-

bility are manipulated by the greedy sorting method for

saving computation time. In acceptance criterion, the

capture probability threshold X to accept a parking node

for fitness calculation is 0.21. Moreover, the population

size and the number of iterations for all the implemented

meta-heuristics are 100 and 300, respectively. The other

parametric settings of individual algorithm are given in

Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Finally, the system was imple-

mented in Python 3.6 and executed on a desktop with Intel

i9-9900k CPU 8 Cores 3.6 GHz and Memory 32 GB

DDR3. The final experimental results are discussed in the

following subsections.

9.1 Evaluation metrics

For investigating the performance of different algorithms

with the MTOP model, we first examine the convergence

ability of fitness by the meta-heuristics along with the

computational time. Then, we apply five metrics to mea-

sure the capability of all the algorithms on the fulfilment of

patrolling tasks: total number of parking tickets, average

walking distance per ticket, average assignment rate,

average capture rate and average success rate. For the first

metric, we will calculate the total number of parking tickets

issued by the officers in a day, and the second one indicates

the average travelling meters per ticket in the same day of

work. The last three criteria denote the rate of the infringed

bays allocated to the officers, the percentage of parking

cars in violation caught by officers and the success rate of

the attempts to catch infringed cars. The bigger number the

fine is or the smaller the total travel distance is, the better is

the performance of an algorithm.

We verify the efficiency of different algorithms in

gaining parking fines through metrics such as average

assignment rate Qassign, average capture rate Qcapture and

average success rate Qsuccess. The formulas to compute

them are as follows:
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Qassign ¼
1

D

XD
i¼1

vioiassign

vioitotal
; ð21Þ

Qcapture ¼
1

D

XD
i¼1

vioicapture

vioitotal
; ð22Þ

Qsuccess ¼
1

D

XD
i¼1

vioicapture

vioiassign
: ð23Þ

Here, D represents the working days; vioitotal is the total

quantity of parking violation on day i; vioiassign denotes the

number of parking bays that had been assigned to the

officers during day i; and vioicapture represents the number of

infringed cars caught by the officers.

9.2 Performance comparison

Four main experiments were conducted for the evaluation

of different algorithms on MTOP. After data extraction and

cleaning, we use the parking violation information in

January 2016 to build the leaving probability model of cars

and picked the data of first week in February for system

testing. The parking violation information is shown in

Table 7.

9.2.1 Convergence ability of fitness and running time

First of all, we test the ability of five meta-heuristic algo-

rithms on the convergence of fitness along with their

computational time. Two greedy selection approaches are

excluded from this assessment because they follow the

discipline of ‘‘first-come first-serve’’ to arrange officers

Table 2 Parametric

configuration for LERK-CS
Parameter Value Description

pa 0.3 Portion of worse nests

pc 0.6 Portion of superior nests

a 0.05 Scaling factor of step size

k 1 Exponent of a power-law distribution

preFly 0.3 Portion of superior cuckoos that fly and seek high-quality nests

Table 3 Parametric

configuration for LERK-GA
Parameter Value Description

elitistRate 0.2 Proportion of population for the reproduction operation

crossRate 0.3 Proportion of population for the crossover operation

mutateRate 0.2 Proportion of population for the immigration operation

Table 4 Parametric configuration for TCX-GA

Parameter Value Description

crossRate 0.9 Crossover probability rate in GA

mutateRate 0.3 Mutation probability rate in GA

replacePercent 40% Replacement percentage of steady-state GA

Table 5 Parametric configuration for LERK-PSO

Parameter Value Description

x 1 The inertia weight

c1 0.1 Learning factor

c2 0.2 Learning factor

r 0.5 The probability to update a key in one solution

Table 6 Parametric configuration for Breaks-PSO

Parameter Value Description

x 1.1 The inertia weight

c1 2 Learning factor

c2 2 Learning factor

Table 7 Parking violation number in a week of February 2016

Day Total number of parking violations

Monday 1657

Tuesday 1970

Wednesday 1972

Tuesday 1976

Friday 1940

Saturday 1279

Sunday 1643
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without the use of the proposed fitness function. To

demonstrate the changing history of the best fitness found

by each algorithm in MTOP, the search for optimal solu-

tion needs to be carried out at one moment of working time

period when exist a number of idle officers or parking bays

with violation. As mentioned earlier, the task assignment is

updated every minute in our simulation system and the

parking data at exactly 9 am on Monday are selected for

this experiment. In all, 60 parking violations occurred at

that time and we assume that the number of idle officers is

seven, which is an approximate number found frequently at

the system updating time. One setting is that each officer

has a chance to skip the patrolling mission during the

current assignment suggested by a solution.

Figure 12 illustrates the convergence curves of fitness

for five meta-heuristic algorithms with seven officers and

60 parking bays in violation. The experiment was tested

under 600 iterations for each algorithm, but we only use

300 iterations for other experiments in the daily patrol of

officers. It is found that the optimal solution obtained by

LERK-GA has the largest average capture probability

(around 0.82) and it could reach 0.80 after 220 iterations.

Obviously, LERK-CS has a relatively low optimal fitness

(approximately 0.76) but can converge faster than the

former algorithm. In contrast, the other three algorithms all

began to converge to relatively good solutions after 300

iterations. In this comparison, LERK-PSO has the smallest

fitness for the solutions. Moreover, the figure of LERK-CS

does not fluctuate as significantly as that of LERK-GA,

TCX-GA and LERK-PSO. LERK-PSO fluctuates more

intensely than Break-PSO. All of the above suggest that

LERK-CS can converge rapidly and smoothly, and LERK-

GA tends to obtain a solution with better fitness with the

same number of iterations.

The time consumption of the algorithms under the

condition mentioned above is given in Table 8. The value

before ± is the average running time coming from 30 tests,

and the value after ± is the relevant standard deviation.

After 600 iterations, LERK-CS consumed the least time to

finish one test with about 4.6 min. LERK-GA comes sec-

ond in this comparison with average of 8.8 min/run. The

figure of TCX-GA is twice the time of LERK-GA, and the

time of LERK-PSO is slightly higher than that of TCX-GA.

At last, Break-PSO has the largest computation time for

one test. One main reason why PSO algorithms take a

relatively long time is that they need to update the velocity

and position for every particle in each iteration. Particu-

larly, Break-PSO involves onerous operations to fix the

infeasibility of solutions created during a updating stage.

Another finding to be mentioned is that through the

observation of the details of optimal solutions, those with a

particularly high fitness tend to create an imbalanced

assignment of parking nodes to idle officers. In other

words, high capture probability of cars leads to that most of

(a) LERK-CS (b) LERK-GA (c) LERK-PSO

(d) Break-PSO (e) TCX-GA

Fig. 12 Convergence ability curve of all the meta-heuristic algorithms using seven officers on 60 parking bays in violation at 9:00 am
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the parking nodes are allocated to a couple of optimal

officers and other people may have no task in one

arrangement. However, this is a phenomenon commonly

existed in the real world, and the officers without tasks will

be included in the next arrangement which is executed

every minute in our system. More insights into the per-

formance of algorithms are revealed in the following

experiments which are conducted on a daily basis.

9.2.2 Daily benefit obtained by distinct number of officers

In this experiment, we compare the ability of the algo-

rithms using different numbers of parking officers in

issuing parking tickets during one-day work from 8 am to 6

pm and the corresponding average walking distance

required for one ticket. Because the performance of the

implemented algorithms is similar on either weekdays or

weekends, we choose the results on Monday for a

demonstration. We had carried out ten trials for each

algorithm with distinct number of officers and the parking

data on Monday. Table 9 displays the experimental results

about the quantity of parking tickets issued by 15–50

parking officers using different algorithms, and Table 10

shows the average walking distance required for issuing

one ticket.

As per the information shown in Table 9, more parking

fines are collected with an increased number of officers by

all the algorithms. And the figure of all the algorithms

tends to converge faster after using more than 40 parking

officers. It is noticeable that LERK-CS and LERK-GA

collect more parking fines than other algorithms using

15–50 officers for patrolling on Monday. LERK-GA can

obtain a few more tickets than LERK-CS when the number

of officers is less than 30, but the latter surpasses the former

one while we use more than 30 officers. Moreover, two

PSO methods show a medium level of fulfilment in this

experiment. The figure of TCX-GA is lower than two PSOs

with 20 or less officers, but it can converge rapidly when

the number of officers is increased.

To further confirm the performance of algorithms in

guiding officers for collecting parking fines, we employ the

two-sample pooled t test with a significance level at 0.05

(95% confidence) for statistical analysis. Table 11 presents

the statistic differences in performance among the algo-

rithms. Each comparison in the table involves two algo-

rithms l1 and l2, and the null hypothesis can be stated as

l1 and l2 have a similar accomplishment in issuing parking

tickets when applied to ten trials. And the alternative

hypothesis is that algorithm l1 can work better than l2.
The statistical hypothesis tests in this paper use two-tailed

critical regions to indicate whether algorithm l1 is signif-

icantly better than l2 (t[ 2:10) on fines collection or vice

versa (t\� 2:10), with the rejection of the null hypothe-

sis. Obviously, GA, CS and PSO that are incorporated with

LERK show a more superb performance in this experiment

than the other algorithms. However, there is no sufficient

evidence to support whether LERK-CS or LERK-GA is

more advantageous than each other.

Table 10 illustrates that the average walking distance for

issuing one parking ticket decreases gradually when more

parking officers are involved simultaneously. The data

reveal an equivalent outcome to that given in Table 9,

LERK-CS and LERK-GA could contribute to the least

walking meters for one parking ticket when the number of

officers ranges from 15 to 50. Furthermore, the figure in the

tables also indicates that LERK-PSO has a tendency to

obtain more parking tickets than Breaks-PSO, but Breaks-

PSO needs less travelling distance to get one ticket. The

Table 8 Computational time for

the convergence of fitness (in

minute)

LERK-CS LERK-GA TCX-GA LERK-PSO Break-PSO

4:67� 0:22 8:80� 0:40 15:76� 0:35 18:26� 0:60 21:66� 1:62

Table 9 Results for issuing

parking tickets on Monday with

multiple parking officers

Algorithms M ¼ 15 M ¼ 20 M ¼ 30 M ¼ 40 M ¼ 50

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

LERK-GA 966 20 1155 27 1380 14 1504 18 1561 7

LERK-CS 953 20 1121 18 1404 22 1516 11 1560 6

LERK-PSO 906 18 1048 18 1229 18 1334 21 1420 13

Break-PSO 843 18 940 13 1072 15 1191 24 1336 16

TCX-GA 409 47 800 42 1175 21 1370 20 1505 14

Greedy-Dis 249 0 359 0 496 0 682 0 998 0

Greedy-Pro 249 0 360 0 490 0 687 0 989 0

M is the number of officers, and mean is the average number of parking tickets gained by each algorithm in

ten trials
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greedy algorithms require the largest walking distance per

ticket, but their figures dropped and converge to other

advantageous methods with more officers. We observed

that all the implemented meta-heuristics could work more

efficiently than the baseline approaches in gaining parking

fines with less travel distance.

Finally, we briefly discuss and compare the CPU com-

putational time of the algorithms for completing one-day

work which lasts for 10 hours. As mentioned before, the

simulation system starts an detection of current parking

violations and idle officers and updates the routes every

minute. Without the iterations of optimization process,

most tests of both greedy algorithms can finish a one-day

simulation in 15 min, which is significantly less than that

of the meta-heuristic algorithms. Among those meta-

heuristics, LERK-CS consumed the smallest time for

computation and two PSOs have the largest computational

time. For instance, when using 30 parking officers for

patrolling, LERK-CS averagely spent approximately

200 min on one-day test and LERK-GA averagely needed

one-third more time than the former one. TCX-GA and

LERK-PSO are twice and thrice the running time of

LERK-GA, respectively. However, Break-PSO consumed

five times more execution time than LERK-GA for one

trial.

9.2.3 Number of parking tickets issued in a week

From the previous comparison, we know that there is a

major disparity between the capability of different algo-

rithms when using 20–40 people for patrolling in one day.

To examine the stability of the algorithms in solving

Table 10 Results for the

distance walked by parking

officers to issue one parking

ticket

Algorithms M ¼ 15 M ¼ 20 M ¼ 30 M ¼ 40 M ¼ 50

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

LERK-GA 500 16 516 27 466 19 372 28 313 10

LERK-CS 538 15 581 17 462 27 376 16 330 7

LERK-PSO 599 16 683 15 770 23 761 30 666 19

Break-PSO 577 18 604 20 593 18 587 31 524 20

TCX-GA 1530 201 1005 51 960 28 753 48 482 29

Greedy-Dis 2514 0 2324 0 2453 0 2258 0 1612 0

Greedy-Pro 2514 0 2324 0 2469 0 2216 0 1656 0

M is the number of officers, and mean is the average meters travelled for issuing a parking ticket in ten trials

Table 11 Statistical differences about issuing parking tickets between the algorithms, which is indicated by two-sample t test with a significance

level at 0.05

l1 l2 M ¼ 15 M ¼ 20 M ¼ 30 M ¼ 40 M ¼ 50

t� p� t� p� t� p� t� p� t� p�

LERK-GA versus Break-PSO 14.45 \ 0.001 22.69 \ 0.001 47.46 \ 0.001 32.99 \ 0.001 40.71 \ 0.001

TCX-GA 34.48 \ 0.001 22.48 \ 0.001 25.68 \ 0.001 15.75 \ 0.001 11.31 \ 0.001

Greedy-Dis 113.37 \ 0.001 93.23 \ 0.001 199.67 \ 0.001 144.41 \ 0.001 254.34 \ 0.001

Greedy-Pro 113.37 \ 0.001 93.23 \ 0.001 201.03 \ 0.001 143.53 \ 0.001 258.40 \ 0.001

LERK-CS versus Break-PSO 12.93 \ 0.001 25.78 \ 0.001 39.43 \ 0.001 38.93 \ 0.001 41.45 \ 0.001

TCX-GA 33.68 \ 0.001 22.21 \ 0.001 23.81 \ 0.001 22.23 \ 0.001 11.42 \ 0.001

Greedy-Dis 111.31 \ 0.001 133.86 \ 0.001 130.51 \ 0.001 239.76 \ 0.001 296.20 \ 0.001

Greedy-Pro 111.31 \ 0.001 133.89 \ 0.001 131.37 \ 0.001 238.32 \ 0.001 300.94 \ 0.001

LERK-PSO versus Break-PSO 7.83 \ 0.001 15.38 \ 0.001 21.19 \ 0.001 14.18 \ 0.001 12.88 \ 0.001

TCX-GA 31.23 \ 0.001 17.16 \ 0.001 6.17 \ 0.001 - 3.92 0.001 - 14.07 \ 0.001

Greedy-Dis 115.42 \ 0.001 121.04 \ 0.001 128.77 \ 0.001 98.18 \ 0.001 102.65 \ 0.001

Greedy-Pro 115.42 \ 0.001 120.87 \ 0.001 129.83 \ 0.001 97.43 \ 0.001 104.84 \ 0.001

LERK-GA versus LERK-CS 1.45 0.16 3.31 0.004 - 2.91 0.009 - 1.79 0.09 0.34 0.74

LERK-PSO 7.05 \ 0.001 10.42 \ 0.001 20.94 \ 0.001 19.43 \ 0.001 30.20 \ 0.001

In the table, t� and p� denote t values and p values
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MTOP in different days, we carried out an experiment for

each algorithm on one-week data with a group of 20 and 30

officers.

Figure 13a shows that LERK-GA and LERK-CS have

the tendency to collect the largest number of parking fines

using 20 officers, with more than 1100 tickets for every day

except for Saturday. In this comparison, LERK-PSO takes

up the third position, with more than 1000 parking tickets

per day. Breaks-PSO has a similar performance in most of

the days, with about 900–1000 tickets each day. The

number of TCX-GA is lower than that of other meta-

heuristics, but higher than that of two greedy selection

approaches. Compared with that in case of the group of 20

people, the total number of tickets issued increases dra-

matically when the number of officers is added to 30.

Figure 13b shows that both LERK-CS and LERK-GA have

a similarly good figure, with the tickets number ranges

from around 1350 to 1550 on weekdays and Sunday. There

is a huge improvement in the performance of TCX-GA

which is comparable to LERK-PSO in all the considered

days, but all their numbers are smaller than those of LERK-

CS and LERK-GA. As the baselines, two greedy selection

(a) Number of parking tickets issued by 20 officers daily.

(b) Number of parking tickets issued by 30 officers daily.

Fig. 13 Total number of parking

tickets issued by a group of 20

and 30 officers in one week
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algorithms exhibit an increase from less than 400 tickets

issued by 20 officers to more than 450 when using 30

officers. As a result, the graphs point out that the algo-

rithms mentioned show a steady ability to solve MTOP on

different days with a fixed number of officers.

9.2.4 Effectiveness of officer patrol

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of different

algorithms in leading officers to issue parking tickets using

the average assignment rate (Eq. 21), average capture rate

(Eq. 22) and average success rate (Eq. 23), where D is

seven days in the week mentioned in Table 7. The

assignment rate, capture rate and success rate shown in

Fig. 14 are the average daily results of different algorithms

for a week.

Figure 14a illustrates that two greedy selection algo-

rithms have similar but the lowest ratios for the assignment

of parking bays and the capture of infringed cars by 20

officers, with around 25% for the average assignment rate

and 18% for average capture rate. In contrast, LERK-GA

and LERK-CS have an average of around 70% of the

violation bays assigned to officers in one week and

approximately average 67% of vehicles in violation had

been issued with tickets. In addition, the average assign-

ment rate and capture rate of TCX-GA are only

(a) Average assignment rate, capture rate and success rate for 20 officers during a week.

(b) Average assignment rate, capture rate and success rate for 30 officers during a week.

Fig. 14 Compare the average

assignment rate, average

capture rate and average success

rate between algorithms in one

week with different number of

officers
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approximately 54% and 43%, respectively. Two PSOs have

a superior ratio for these two metrics compared with TCX-

GA. As for the average success rate, the figures of LERK-

CS and LERK-GA are the highest (90%) among the

methods mentioned. Greedy selection algorithms and

TCX-GA can successfully catch about 75–78% of the

vehicles at visited parking bays. The average success rate

of both PSOs is a little lower than that of LERK-CS and

LERK-GA.

As shown in Fig. 14b, there is an apparent increase in

the average assignment rate and capture rate for all the

algorithms when using 30 officers for patrolling, particu-

larly LERK-CS and LERK-GA. Although the average

assignment rate and capture rate have been risen, the

average success rate changes very little for all the methods

compared with Fig. 14a. Only TCX-GA and Break-PSO

can have a big improvement in the success rate of cars

capture when using 30 officers. Note that LERK-CS and

LERK-GA have an almost similarly good performance in

this experiment whenever the number of officers is 20 or

30.

9.3 Analysis of algorithms and results

Different meta-heuristics and their variants apply different

strategies for solution selection, updating or substitution,

and these operations can potentially affect the performance

for solving specific optimization problems. Traditionally,

GA imitates the biological evolution procedure of chro-

mosomes using selection, crossover and mutation operators

that could influence the convergence of the algorithm.

TCX-GA uses roulette wheel selection to choose parents

from the population for crossover and mutate operation.

The size of every part of the roulette represents the fitness

value of a solution, which implies that chromosomes with

better fitness are more likely to be selected than those with

lower fitness. Meanwhile, steady-state GA that is applied as

replacement policy requires a proportion of parents and

their offspring to compete for survival. In TCX-GA, the

TCX crossover ensures the inheritance of highly fit sub-

tours from the parental chromosomes and the diversity in

the second part of chromosomes. However, good new or

old chromosomes may be discarded during the process of

replacement and the total number of superior chromosomes

is not guaranteed. Compared with other meta-heuristics,

TCX-GA shows a relatively inferior capability in all the

experiments when the number of officers is less than 30,

but the gap reduces considerably when more officers are

used for the patrolling.

In contrast, as the most advantageous algorithm in

experimental evaluation, LERK-GA uses the reproduction

operator to replicate the best individuals from one gener-

ation to the next. This operation can improve the elitist

solutions monotonically among different generations and

ensure a constant supply of good individuals for mating.

Next, a new crossover method (Fig. 9) is designed for the

creation of child chromosomes encoded by LERK. The

crossover operator provides new chromosomes with a

chance to be better than the replaced ones. In other words,

the search is oriented towards the subregions of the search

space in this process, where an optimal solution is sup-

posed to exist. Furthermore, a small portion of the worst

population conduct the immigration operation which could

enhance the diversity in the population and accelerate the

convergence speed.

In the comparison of the overall performance among the

implemented algorithms, LERK-GA and LERK-CS out-

perform others in terms of the speed of fitness convergence,

the number of daily parking tickets collected, the efficiency

in the assignment of violation bays and the quality of task

completion. LERK-CS first arranges a number of cuckoos

to explore the areas around the current best nests via Levy

flights, which could help new candidates to jump out of

local optimum. The new candidates found by the cuckoos

then compete with old nests at random for survival in the

population. Like LERK-GA, LERK-CS also discards a

portion of worst solutions in the population and introduces

new ones instead at the last stage of each iteration. But a

main difference in this process is that LERK-CS generates

new solutions based on superior ones via our movement

mechanism which is empowered by LERK and Levy

flights. The movements made on superior nests could

maximize the probability of the detection of an optimal

nest.

Generally speaking, one significant merit of PSO is that

it preserves search space information over subsequent

iterations while evolution-based algorithms (CS and GA)

may drop previous information while a new population is

formed. Furthermore, PSO usually uses less operators than

the evolutionary approaches (selection, crossover, muta-

tion, elitism, etc.) and thus is easier to implement [34]. In

this paper, both PSOs exhibit a competitive performance on

solving MTOP. The particles in PSO can share their

information about the search space, and in each iteration,

every particle computes its new velocity and position by

considering its current best solution as well as the global

best solution in the swarm. However, PSO may face up to

the slow convergence rate, parameter selection problem

and easily get trapped in a local optimum because of its

poor exploration when solving complex multimodal prob-

lems [5]. A particle sometimes falls into a local optimum,

and its velocity and position cannot change effectively. To

largely avoid this problem, LERK-PSO uses random keys

to encode the solutions and generates new solutions by

updating the keys directly with the standard equations of

PSO. Furthermore, a random setting x used in LERK-PSO
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can also help the algorithm to leap out the local search

space and speed up the convergence.

In addition, an essential aspect is worth mentioning: the

random-keys encoding method has the ability to switch

between the continuous and the combinatorial search

space, which enables GA, CS or PSO to easily adopt

specific search strategies to ensure a good balance between

intensification and diversification. With little effort, we can

devise an effective movement mechanism based on the

encoding method for each meta-heuristic to handle this

type of balance via making a small motion in a local region

or a big exploration to a remote region. In MTOP, the

combination of the random keys and optimization algo-

rithms not only dramatically prevents the specific repair for

the infeasibility of solutions, but also can assure sufficient

randomness in generating keys for solutions and project the

search space of solutions from keys space.

9.4 Summary of experiments

We first test the convergence ability of fitness for five

meta-heuristics and then study the daily benefits gained by

different algorithms with the parking data of one week. By

increasing the number of officers from 15 to 50, all the

approaches can progressively improve their result of get-

ting parking fines. Two-sample t test had been conducted to

further evaluate the statistical differences of algorithms in

issuing parking tickets on overstaying cars. The result

indicates that CS and GA using LERK for solution repre-

sentation outperform the baselines and other heuristic

approaches in terms of collecting parking fines and the

travelling distance per fine. In other words, LERK-CS and

LERK-GA have a much better convergence ability than

others. Compared with two greedy algorithms, the meta-

heuristics mentioned in this paper could provide a more

effective search for optimal solutions to allocate violation

nodes to idle officers.

Next, we examine the stability of the implemented

algorithms in collecting parking fines on different days of a

week with 20 or 30 officers for patrolling. The figures show

that LERK-GA and LERK-CS have the best result on all

the days with either 20 or 30 officers. LERK-PSO can work

better than Breaks-PSO and TCX-GA in this comparison,

but its performance becomes worse when the number of

people is declined from 30 to 20. Two PSOs are not as

good as LERK-CS and LERK-GA because of some

drawbacks. The first one is that a superior solution for each

particle is probably found at the beginning of searching.

Second, the differences between neighbour individuals

between the generations are small, which causes the

algorithm to get trapped in the local optimum.

Finally, we analyse and compare the effectiveness of

different algorithms in assisting officers to manage parking

violations. Compared with the other methods, LERK-CS

and LERK-GA have the best capability to assign violation

bays to officers and catch the infringed cars. In addition,

TCX-GA and two PSOs can work more efficiently than the

baseline approaches. However, there is a little change in

the average success rate of the attempts to issue tickets,

although the average assignment rate and capture rate are

increased proportionally with an increasing number of

officers.

10 Discussion and limitation

In this section, we will discuss the limitations of the current

model and the solutions for the MTOP, as well as outline

the future plans for improvement.

Aiming at having a straightforward and fair comparison,

we assumed the walking speed of all the officers to be the

same in the simulation system, which is difficult to achieve

in the real world. Therefore, we plan to study the effects on

the overall performance of the algorithms by considering

different walking speeds for different officers.

Secondly, the balance in the tasks assignment for offi-

cers is not taken into account in this study. Imbalanced

workloads for parking officers might affect the completion

of patrolling missions and deteriorate the final outcome of

parking management. This can also be investigated in our

future research.

Thirdly, there is no constraint on the travel time con-

sumed by an officer to visit the next parking bay in vio-

lation. When the parking area for patrolling is huge, a long

travelling distance for officers might be undesirable. This

might provide us with an opportunity to learn by dividing

the entire CBD area into smaller portions and arranging

multiple officers in each portion of area, as well as apply an

constraint on the maximum travel time when assigning a

parking bay to an officer.

11 Conclusions

In this paper, we develop the model of MTOP and apply

population-based meta-heuristics to solve it, with a new

solution encoding method (LERK), new fitness function

and local optimization approach. Based on the newly

proposed components, CS, GA and PSO are deployed to

solve the issue and compare them with another state-of-the-

art GA and PSO using different encoding methods and

search operations briefed in the literature. To verify the

model and the optimization algorithms, we built a simu-

lation system and test it with real-world car-parking data

recorded from on-street parking slots. In addition, several

evaluation metrics are employed to examine the ability and
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effectiveness of different algorithms in guiding officers to

issue parking tickets on infringed vehicles. The experi-

mental results show that the proposed LERK-CS and

LERK-GA have superior performance over the other

algorithms when using 15–50 officers for patrolling.

In future, we intend to utilize clustering techniques to

separate a large parking area into relatively small regions,

and each has multiple officers working towards parking

management. Meanwhile, more advantageous algorithms

could be adopted to recommend optimal paths for offices,

with considering the balance of task assignments. In

addition, as the algorithms using the LERK in this study

are feasible and effective in solving the MTOP, we might

also consider using them for other similar stochastic

problems, such as the multiple postman problem and the

vehicle scheduling issue.
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